Simple Maple Leaf
Pieced Pictorial Workshop
21” x 24” approximately
INSTRUCTOR:

Sue Rasmussen

Description: In this class we will work on a simple landscape pattern, exploring
color and fabric uses, design elements, marking and sewing with curved machine
piecing techniques. This class is for confident beginner, intermediate and
advanced quilters. (A little knowledge of setting sleeves into shoulders is very
helpful).

Simple Maple Leaf Supply List
Landscape pattern, (Simple Maple Leaf), supplied by instructor in class - $12
/pattern - includes enlarged pattern
Fabrics for the Simple Leaf: 8 different fabrics- smaller pieces 5” x 12” will work
for the leaf pieces (i.e. large scraps or fat quarters).
Background Fabric: ¼ yard fabric if you choose one fabric or 6 similar fabrics if
you
want to make the background a bit ‘scrappy’
Borders: ½ yard
Sewing machine in good clean working order
Thread- matching your background or neutral tones
Pigma Micro Pens - size .05 or .08, couple of colors if possible, or other marking
tool which can be used on the wax side of freezer paper
Pencil/ball point pen
Blue painters tape or masking tape
5 or 6 Colored pencils, markers or crayons
White chalk pencil -Sewline, Fons & Porter, Bohin or similar pencil for dark fabrics
Scotch Tape, Stiletto or sharp seam ripper, basic sewing supplies
Scissors: paper, fabric and a good, small sharp pair for clipping curves
Freezer paper 18” wide
Pins (1⅜” glass head silk pins 0.5mm diameter, often with white, red or blue
heads)
Foam core board (at least 2’ x 3’ available at craft stores) or workshop walls if
allowed at workshop site, iron and boards if not supplied by guild workshop
Optional: reducing glass, small binoculars or camera for viewing your project
Light box for tracing – very helpful if you have one
If you have any questions, please call Sue 805 526 8458 or email
sueqltrat@yahoo.com
Class sample seen at http://www.suerasmussenquilts.com/class.html

